Distributive

Core Classes Being Offered

2009 Fall

(7-21-09)

Distributive Humanities

ARH 100 01 History of World Art I
ENG 422 01 Shakespeare II
THE 378 01 Theatre History I

Distributive Social Science

PSY 330 01 Death and Dying (also JR CD or JR ER)

FYE Writing Roundtable II

ENG 151 01 WR2: The Writer as Outsider

SYE Roundtables

SYE 250 01 ST: Artful Awareness

Cultural Diversity Junior Core

ENG 313 01 The Contemporary Novel
PSY 330 01 Death and Dying (also dist SOC SCI or JR ER)

Ethical Responsibility Junior Core

PSY 330 01 Death and Dying (also dist SOC SCI or JR CD)